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Never in all my years of working in the field have I seen anything as surreal as the dinosaur tails at SDCC 2008. One person had a really cool set of tails
constructed from strips of faux fur and thread that looked more like wimpy-looking floppy, spindly, dinosaur tails that were flimsy, frail, and loosefeeling. Truth or Dare Wether, 11, Victoria, was presented with a pair of plastic dinosaur tails from a Comic-Con character, and decided to wear them in
front of the whole convention to show her excitement. She took off her regular jeans for the event and put on a pair of completely pink zebra-print
underpants with dinosaur tails. Yes. Dinosaur tails that are attached to her pants, and which look soft and pillowy, at least on top. I've met many people in
my career at conventions -- both experienced con-goers and novices -- but rarely have I met anyone who drew my jaw to the floor with such glee.
5kalimainbanglapdf(BETTER)(ADRIAN JOYNER) Download from Adrian Joyner's Boardgame Monkeys website. The Big Apple Convention is coming
up in NYC! Jay from Comic book cover artist Warren Peacock design gave a brilliant keynote presentation on Monday afternoon. It was a collection of
his most successful works, most of which told a story. He talked about how he started doing comic book covers from a young age and sold his first few
pages to his uncle at the age of 12! He mentioned Archie and how he decided to do a parody of the 80s version of Archie, where he went from a cleanly
shaven Archie to a ruggedly handsome version. He also told the audience how he used to give his childhood friends a costume of Michael Jordan (the
power forward of the Chicago Bulls and the team they supported) and that they thought they were cool. 5kalimainbanglapdf((BETTER)) Download from
Adrian Joyner's Boardgame Monkeys website. Paul Ripley from role playing games company Wyrd was at the Kongress at Rochester last week, presenting
a programme of seminars for players of dungeons and dragons. He organised a bunch of volunteers to bring as many RPG players as possible and for most
people it was a chance to meet up, play and have a good time. For me it was the opportunity to play with
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